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The Changing Information Industry
An Investment Banker☂s View

A Paper by Bernard Goldstein

Bernard Goldstein is a partner with Broadview
Associates, the merger and acquisition investment
bank based in Fort Lee, New Jersey. Broadview
Associates plays a leadingrole in the information
industry☂s merger and acquisition activity. During
his career Mr Goldstein has been involved,either as
principal or agent, in more than 150 completed
acquisitions. He is a past presidentofthe Association
of Data Processing Service Organisations (ADASPO).
In October 1986, he addressed the International
Conference of the Butler Cox Foundation heid in
Rome. His presentation described the structure of
the information industry, and he forecast that
it will soon be the world☂s largest industry. He
highlighted the fact that the number of mergers
and acquisitions in the information industry is
increasing significantly, whilst the numberof such
transactions in all other industries is declining.
Many of the world☂s largest corporations have
entered the information industry through mergers
and acquisitions. Some of them will fail, but others
(the majority) will gain substantial benefits from
their investments.
Within the information industry, Broadview Asso-
ciates has identified the systems-integration busi-
ness as a major growth area for the future, and
Mr Goldstein stressed that major corporations are
likely to position themselves to take advantage of
this growing market sector. Mr Goldstein☂s presen-
tation concluded with a review ofthe ☁infotrends☂
that are reshaping the software and information
marketplaces.
His presentation is reproducedin full in this paper.
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The Changing Information Industry
An Investment Banker☂s View

The information industry will soon to be the world☂s
largest industry. By 1990, the worldwide informa-
tion industry is predicted to be a $2 trillion industry,
about half of which will be in the United States.
Enormous amountsofcapital are being redeployed
from the traditional smokestack industries and
☁brick and mortar☂ industries into the information
industry because it offers investors superior
financial returns. The number of mergers, acquisi-
tions, and combinationsinthe information industry
in the United States is staggering. Both users and
suppliers will be affected by these changes.

STRUCTURE OF THE INFORMATION
INDUSTRY
The information industry has two main segments ♥
products and services. The products sector repre-
sents 49 per centof thetotal andis predicted to be
worth $470billion in the United States by 1990. A
detailed breakdown of the products segment is
shownin Figure1.

The services segmenthas three components ♥ com-
munications, information itself, and entertainment.
You maybe surprised to see entertainmentas part
of the information industry butI believe it belongs
here: the information contentof a television news
programme,for instance, is very high. Not all of
these componentsare evenly divided between the
 

 

 

Figure 1 Information technology(IT) industry productsstructure
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United States market and the worldwide markets.
The United States accounts for about 60 per cent of
the world marketforsoftware, but for substantially
less than 50 per cent ofthe communications market,
for example. Figure 2 shows a detailed breakdown
of the components of the services segment of the
information industry.
Within the services segment, the computer(orinfor-
mation) services/software elementis of particular
importance.In the United States, the information-
services/software industry is growing at 20 per cent
compound,significantly better than the growth in
the hardware market. The components ofthis indus-
try are analysedin Figure 3, which showsthree sub-
segments ♥ processingservices, software products,
andprofessional services. Thedefinitions used in the
 

Figure 2 Information technology(IT) industry services
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The Changing Information Industry: An Investment Banker☂s View

schematic shownin Figure 3 are continually chang-
ing. For example, education and training are shown
underprofessional services, but I suspect that when
we draw this chart next year (and we redraw it
every year) they will be shownas part ofthesoft-
ware-products segmentofthe industry as well. This
very uncertainty demonstrates how exciting certain
segments of this industry are.
I believe that the most defensible part of theprocessing-services segment is databases. Owninga database is rather like owning mineral rights,except that constant mining does not exhaust theunderlying asset. It is probably the only segmentof the industry that will permit monopoly oroligopoly positions because, eventually, the capital
required to compete with an established vendor
will becomea barrier to competition.
The importance of databasesis illustrated by the
map of the information industry (Figure 4) con-
structed by Broadview Associates. We have ranked
informationservices on two axes:services/products,
and facilities/content. Thus, in the upper rightcorner you find online databases, having thehighest value-added in termsof facilities and ofproducts, while in the lower left corner you findsupplies and hardware, which have the lowest.

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS IN THEINFORMATION INDUSTRY ARE INCREASING
Let me now turn to the history of mergers andacquisitions among all industries in the UnitedStates during the past 15 years (see Figure 5).Despite the public perception that mergers areoccurring at an ever-increasing rate, the numberof transactions per year has, until recently, beenon a downwardtrend.The trendlineonthe figureis now moving up,and will continue upwards whenthe 1986 data is added to the chart,but this is duemainly to the more permissive administrationcurrently installed in Washington, which makes
 

Figure 4 Broadview☂s mapof the information services
industry

 

 

merger and acquisition activity easier. Neverthe-
less, the general trend is downwards.Atfirst sight,
the dollar value ofthe transactions shown in Figure
5 seems to have grownsubstantially (from $23.7
billion in 1969 to $179.6 billion in 1985), but the
1985 figure has not been adjustedforinflation. In
fact, the 1985 dollar is worth about one-third of the
1969 dollar.

However, the merger and acquisition trend in the
information services and software industry con-
trasts sharply with the general downward trend,
as Figure 6 shows.In 1985, we were aware of 203
separate transactions in the United States, which
accounted for an investmentof $2.68billion in the
industry (and there were certainly other trans-
actions that we were not awareof). And both of
those numbers will increase in 1986.
In the United States, the information-services
industry is the industry with the greatest number
of acquisitions. We detect an enormous amount of
interest from corporations anxious to buy a position
in the marketplace. Every major public informa-
tion-services company has grown by acquisition.
And there is a ready supply of smaller companies
preparedto sell out to an acquirer. In the United
States, it is not a sign of failure to sell one☂s
business; in fact,it is a sign of success, and the
financial rewardsare very substantial to the entre-
preneurs who began the business.
 

Figure § History of merger and acquisition activity ♥ allindustries
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Figure 6 History of merger and acquisition activity ♥information services/software industry
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The Changing Information Industry: An Investment Banker☂s View
Recently, many major corporations have acted toposition themselves in the information services/software marketplace, the most notable beingGeneral Motors Corporation and its $2.5 billionacquisition of EDS. Every year, major corporationsenter theindustry, usually by acquiring an existingcompany. Indeed, half of the Fortune 500 com-panies have now takena position in the market-place. Some haveestablished only a small andinsignificant presence; others(like General Motors)
have made major commitments.
The numberof new participants in the informa-tion industry has grown from 12 in 1980 to 23 in1985. However,therate is increasing, with 27 newcorporations entering the marketin thefirst sixmonths of 1986 ♥ more than in the whole of 1985,whichitself was a record year. Webelieve that thisphenomenonis notrestricted to the UnitedStates.Leading European corporations are also buyingtheir wayinto the marketplace (Schlumberger andInternational Thomson, to name but two).
Organisations from manydifferent industries haveentered the information-services marketplacethrough mergers and acquisitions (Figure 7). Pub-lishing firms, such as Dun and Bradstreet, andMcGraw-Hill, have been acquiring information-services/ software companies. Insurance companieshave also been actively entering the market, ashave financial-services companies. AmericanExpress, for example, provides major processingservices for credit-card transactions in the UnitedStates for other banking organisations.
Aerospace manufacturers are also entering theinformation-industry marketplace. Every aero-space manufacturerin the United States has takena position, but I believe that not all of them willsucceed. In fact, I predict that most of thesecompanies will fail in their information-industryventure because the information-services businessis so different from their mainstream business.Thereis a distinct cultural incompatibility when theprice of one new aeroplane can exceed thetotalannual revenue of a computer-services or soft-ware business. The cultural gap creates a tensionbetweenthe parentandthe subsidiary that, in thelong run, will mean the aerospace companieswillnot be able to survive in the information-servicesmarketplace.
Bell operating companies, formed as a result ofthe consent decree that broke up AT&T, are alsoentering the market.It is of particular interest toEuropeanorganisations to note that these operat-ing companiesare restricted to specific businessareas in the United States, but that those restric-tions do not apply to international business. Ipredict, therefore, that you will see the Bell
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Figure 7 Firmsentering information-services marketplacethrough merger and acquisition, by industry sector
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industry sector Comments
Publishing
Dun & Bradsheet(20)* 49 information-services firmsMcGraw-Hill (11)* acquired by 14 publishersSimon & Schuster*
Commerce Clearing House*

|

Dun& Bradsheet and McGraw-Encyclopaedia Britannica* Hill are the most active acquirersDow JonesKnight-Ridder
Insurance

Travelers* 11 insurance companies,overWausau 20 acquisitionsMaryland Casualty
Hartford Insurance Strategicfit to financial servicesSt. Paul Company
Cigna* Changesin health careCNAFinancialBlue Shield of Virginia Many morewill be activeEquitable Life AssurancePrudential

Financial services 13 financial institutionsMTech*
Citicorp* 34 transactionsFirst National Bank of Chicago*
Bankof America* 50 per cent by MTech and*Mellon Bank* CiticorpSecurity Pacific Corp.Crocker National Bank
American Express

Aerospace manufacturers
Lockheed* 6 acquirors
McDonnell-Douglas*Martin Marietta* Over 25 acquisitionsTRW
Grumman Heavily oriented towards systemLitton integration

Mostwill probablyfail
Bell operating companiesUS West* Major new participantsNYNEX Corp.*Cincinnati Bell* Over $500 million investedAmeritechBell Atlantic All will continue to be activeBell SouthPacific Telesis
Health care Competitive and regulatoryBaxter Travenol reasons are motivating healthSquibb Corp. care providersMcKesson ☁Hospital Corp. of America
Electronics manufacturersNCR* 16 manufacturersBurroughs*Hewlett-Packard* 45 transactionsXerox*
Wang Labs* Manufacturers must differentiateConvergent Technologies products
HoneywellFujitsuAltosNixdorfTextronixGould    *Multiple acquirors

Source: Broadview Associates
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The Changing Information Industry: An Investment Banker☂s View

will use their European operations to experiment,
in the hope thattherestrictions placed on them in
the United States will eventually be lifted. The
experience gained in Europe will give them a head
start in their domestic marketplace when the
restrictions are lifted.
Health-careinstitutions are also entering the market-
place,as are electronics manufacturers,particularly
the second-tier hardware manufacturers(that is,
everybody exceptIBM and DEC).In order to secure
their positions in the marketplace, these companies
will acquire vertical line companies ♥ VARs (value-
addedresellers) or software companies that have
built expertise in various vertical or horizontal
softwarelines.If they fail to do this, they will be-
come targets for acquisition themselves. Those
companies that do manageto build effective vertical
productlines will be handsomely rewarded with
high profitability.

Communications, transportation, oil and gas, and
auditing firms are also involvedin the information
services marketplace. To my mind,it is question-
able whether auditing firms should be in this
business; they may have a conflict of interest in
serving their clients that precludes their proper
involvementin the industry. I will not expand on
that topic further here, but I think it is something
that you ought to keep in mindas you select your
suppliers.
European companiesare also active in entering the
information-services industry, and we expect to see
more of them buying a position in the United States
marketplace. Recently, the Wall Street Journal
conducted a survey that showed that the first
choice of European executives for foreign invest-
ments was still the United States (see Figure 8). Of
the executives surveyed, 45 per cent put the
United States as their first choice. Why should
this be so? Apart from the favourable rates of
exchange,the United States does represent 50 per
cent of the world market, and this inevitably means
that the market for software products and services
will be inviting. Moreover, the market is deep
enough to allow specialised and distinct vertical-
line applications to be developed successfully. This
has not been the case in the more fragmented
markets of Europe, andit explains why in Europe
the professional-services companies (those organis-
ations building custom software and working in the
field of systems integration) have developed into
much larger companies. The fragmented markets
have simply not permitted the highly developed
software products that the enormous marketof the
United States has facilitated.
Overseas firms, particularly the French, have been
very aggressive and active in the United States

 

Figure 8 Western European executives☂ first choice for
foreign investment
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marketplace. You are probably aware that the
French government has supported the computer
and software industries in their bids to become
major exporters. Hence, I am not surprised to see
that the major pan-European software and com-
puter services companies are controlled by French
companies, not by American.
Figure 9 shows the numberofmergers and acquisi-
tions in the Usinformation-services/software indus-
try for each of thelast six years. Thetrendis firmly
upward, and is even more pronounced in 1986.
During thefirst half of 1986, 130 companies were
acquired in the United States, significantly more
than the equivalentfigure (82) in the first half of
1985. The sametrendis evidentwhen welookat the
dollars invested in the market(Figure 10). The dollar
value for 1984 is distorted by the $2.5billionpaid by
General Motors for EDS, but even eliminating this
huge amount, thetrendis still upwards. Even with-
out the EDs transaction, the investmentin 1984 was
$1.1 billion. It grew to $2.6 billion in 1985, and we
have no doubtit will exceed $3 billion in 1986.

The General Motors acquisition of EDS is very inter-
esting. I think it will take five years to determine
whetherthis transaction is really successful. Any
judgement before that will be premature. In the
 

Figure 9 Information services/software industry mergers
and acquisitions: historical growth 1980-1985
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Figure 10 Information services/software industry mergers
and acquisitions, historical growth 1980-1985
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United States, some wags are saying that General
Motors really wanted to buy a milkshake, but
actually bought a cow, but I do not think we should
jump to that conclusion. Others say that General
Motors☂ substantial internal information needs
were not being metbyits internal data processing
function, and that the EDs transaction was neces-
sary to support General Motors☂ mainstream busi-
ness. That may well be true, butit will take several
years to see if the problem was corrected.
However, if the acquisition of EDS is successful,
this type of transaction will be imitated by other
corporations, and not just in the United States.
Perhaps some of the companies represented here
today will follow this route, particularly if you, as
the executives in charge of the inhouse systems
function, fail to deliver the goods in the eyes of
your parent company.
So what type of companies are being acquired?
Figure 11 gives a breakdown for 1984 and 1985.
About 60 per cent of the transactions involve
companies that provide software products, 10 per
cent involve professional-services companies, and
30 per cent involve companies providing processing
services. That pattern has beenfairly consistent for
the past few years. About two-thirds of the com-
panies acquired wereprivately owned, and about
 

Figure 11 Type of acquisitions as percentof total activity
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a quarter were subsidiaries or divisions of existing
companies. (The remainder were public com-
panies.) The fact that an existing company decides
to divest itself of an information services/software
subsidiary or division does not necessarily mean
that the company has made a mistake. Many com-
panies realise they have a valuable asset in their
information-systems subsidiary. A shift in overall
corporate strategy, or a need to raise capital,
coupled with the ease with which a buyer can be
found, often means that the time has come to
realise that asset.

INFORMATION-INDUSTRY COMPANIES ARE
ATTRACTIVE TO INVESTORS
You may be surprised at the small proportion of
publicly owned companies that are acquired. The
data shown in Figure 12 illustrates why I believe
it is dangerous to acquire a publicly owned
company. Quite simply, you will pay substantially
more than you will for a privately owned company.
First, the information industry commandshigher
price/earnings ratios than the averageofall indus-
tries in the United States. Figure 12 showsthat the
Standard and Poor average multiple for all indus-
tries in the United States in 1985 was 12, whereas
it was 16 for public companiesin the information
industry. In addition, when these public informa-
tion-industry companies were acquired, they com-
manded a 49 per cent premium over the current
public price, compared with an average premium
of 37 per cent for companies in other industries.
Taken together, the higher price/earnings ratio and
the higher premium account for the double mark-
up.I believe this explains, for example, the mistake
that Schlumberger made whenit acquired Fairchild
and Manufacturing Data Systems Inc. The plain
fact is that you get a better deal if you acquire a
privately owned company.
Despite the continuing growingpains of the informa-
tion-services industry, it rewards its shareholders
handsomely (see Figure 13). The average market-to-
bookratio of information-services companiesis 3.5,
 

Figure 12 Acquisition premiums paid for public software/
information services companies, 1985
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Figure 13 Information service sector rewards for
shareholders
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whereas all information-industry companies (hard-ware, communications, etc.) average a market-to-book ratio of 2.0 (compared with 1.3 for allindustries). Moreover, information-services com-panies have an average return on equity of 17.5per cent compared with 12.5 per centforall infor-mation-industry companies and 11 percentfor allindustries.

Different segments of the information industryprovide dramatically different shareholder values,as Figure 14 shows.In this figure, I have chartedreturn on equity against market-to-bookratio. Thedata shows that information services generally issuperior to business equipment,office equipment,entertainmentservices, and consumerelectronics.The worst segmentofall is communications ser-vices. The superior performance of information-services companiesis highlighted furtherin Figure15. Oneout of every five publicly held information-services companiesin the United States earns over20 per cent return on equity. That really is aremarkable performance. Compare this with thedata for hardware companies (Figure 16), whererelatively few companies had a superior return onequity. Even IBM at a 22 per cent return is only justabove average performance. Indeed, the averagereturn on equity of hardware companies in thisperiod in the United States was 7.5 per cent, notmuch better than you could get by leaving yourmoney in the bank.

CRITICAL FACTORS FOR SUCCESSFULACQUISITIONS
Broadview Associates has identified four criticalsuccess factors for mergers and acquisitions:
♥ Gofor longer-term market-driven opportunities(rather than synergy).
♥ View external development in a strategiccontext and not as ☁deal-making☂.

 

Figure 14 What business you're in has a dramatic effect
on shareholder value
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Figure 15 Oneoutofevery five publicly held informationservice firms eams over 20% return on equity
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Figure 16 Relatively few publicly held hardware productfirms earn a superior return on equity
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♥ Stay close to known experience and availableexpertise.
♥ Consider cultural-compatibility issues.
These factors are described in more detail inFigure 17.
 

Figure 17 Fourcritical success factors in external
development
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ACQUISITION IS MORE ATTRACTIVE THAN
THE ALTERNATIVES
Instead ofbuying itsway into the information indus-
try through a mergeror acquisition, an organisation
maydecideto build its ownproduct. However,there
are some very substantial risks associated with a
☁make☂decision. A study by McKinsey showed that
if, as a result of a make decision, a productis six
months late in getting to the market, 35 per cent
of the profit on that product will be lost. If the
productis priced 10 per cent too high, 9 per cent
of the profit will be lost. If the development cost
overrunsby 50 percent, 3.5 per centof the profit
will be lost. Within the information-technology
industry, it is never easy to predict how long or
how muchit will take to develop a new product,
so you can see why mergers and acquisitions are
so attractive. As users of the technology, you may
feel you are disadvantaged by some of the combi-
nations (the recent Burroughs/Sperry merger, for
example). But in my view, such mergers are in-
evitable, particularly as technology ☁windowsof
opportunity☂ narrow.

An alternative to an acquisition or mergeris ajoint
venture. I observe that European companies are
much more prepared to enter into joint ventures
than companies in the United States. The frag-
mented markets in Europe have forced companies
that wish to reach broader markets, or to achieve
economiesof scale, to contemplate joint ventures.
But the numberof joint ventures, particularly in
technology, that are successful is very small
indeed,as Figure 18 shows.If one looks at potential
joint ventures between big companies and small
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Figure 18 Joint venture dynamics
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companies, 85 per cent of the proposed agreements
do not even get to the letter-of-intent stage. Of
those that do, only two-thirds get to the stage of
approved contracts between the parties. Of those
that get to approved contracts, only 25 per cent
are successful in the short term. Thus, the proba-
bility of a successful long-term joint ventureis only
2 per cent. That is a very frighteningstatistic if
your companyis depending on the joint-venture
relationship being successful in the long term.
For a small company, the road to a joint venture
usually begins as a search for inexpensive capital.
However, the corporate partner usually asks for
market exclusivity, R&D priorities, board seats,
manufacturing priorities, and so on. The outcome
is that a joint venture for a small company
frequently becomea very risky way to acquire low-
cost capital. At the outset of the relationship, the
joint venture seems very logical. In effect, the
strategic trajectories of two companies cross each
other, and it seems very logical that they should
form some kind of alliance. But what happens is
that the two trajectories continue on their separate
paths and rapidly diverge.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION WILL BE A MAJOR
GROWTH AREA
Webelieve that the professional-services element
of the information industry will be a major growth
area in the future, particularly in the area of
systemsintegration. Evidence for this comes from
a survey by Booz Allen and the Wall Street
Journal. The survey sought the views of chief
executive officers about systems priorities over the
next five years, and the results are summarised as
follows:
♥ 68 per cent want improved communications ininformation transfer.
♥ 54 per cent want improved access to internal

information databases.
♥ 30 per cent want improved document/report

processing and preparation.
♥ 24 per cent want decision-support systems to

be introduced.
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The survey showed that there is an enormous
demand, an enormous hunger, for information.
Information has becomenot just an issue of com-
petitive survival; it has become a competitive
weapon in the marketplace, and chief executive
officers (and you) know that it will be used increas-
ingly in that way.

As systems managers, how do you set about
satisfying this demand for information? One way,
which we believe will become increasingly
attractive, is to use an external professional
services firm. The continuing shortage, and high
cost, of systems designers and consultants creates
an increasingly favourable attitude towards the use
of outside resources. Theresult is that the profes-
sional-services segment of the information-services
industry (which used to be known as the ☁body
shop☂ business) is now growing at a rate consistent
with the entire information-services industry and
is beginning to produce profit margins approaching
those historically associated with software-
products companies. We are seeing the emergence
of a new type of professional systems-integration
services firm. We believe that the growthof this
new segmentis being funded by the cutbackin the
amount of moneyfirms are spending on computer
hardware.It is not that they are spendingless in
the area of information processing, it is that they
are spending the total differently.
Traditionally, the response to a lack of information
ina firm was to install another mainframe compu-
ter. Today, though,that is not happening. Instead,
firmsare investing in the developmentof systems
that are long overdue ♥ systemsthat give the firm
a competitive advantage. We believe that this
explains why the systems-integration segment of
the industry is prospering at a time whenthereis
a slump in the computer industry in the United
States.
Systems integration is at the highest end of the
professional-services market. The major purpose of
system integration is to ensure interoperability ♥
that is, the free and immediate exchangeofinfor-
mation between the varying hardware elements
within the systems. Increasingly, organisations are
turning to systems integrators who are capable of
ensuring interoperability between the multiple
resource elements within a system (hardware,
software, networks, information, and people),
which may be disparate in terms of suppliers,
protocols, location, and availability. Systems
integrators can ensure that systems interconnect
with each other throughout the whole life cycle.

The systems-integration areais therefore the meet-
ing groundforall the participants in the informa-
tion-technology industry (see Figure 19); it brings

 

Figure 19 Systemsintegration: The meeting ground for
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together the products and services, and all the
elements that are necessary to create a massive
system. EDS is one of the early players in the
systems-integration marketplace, as is Cap Gemini
in Europe. The need for systems integrators arose
originally in governmentand military applications,
butit is now growing quickly in the larger product-
sector enterprises because the world is becoming
more complex.If there are four different comput-
ing environments in an organisation, the number
of possible linkagesis 11; if there are six environ-
ments, there are 57 possible linkages.
Other factors adding to the complexity of the en-
vironment, and hence to the need for systems
integrators, are:
♥ Proliferating protocols and sources of supply.
♥ More complex and embeddedarchitectures and

technologies, including widely dispersed infor-
mation-technology elements, networks, fourth-
generation software, mixed voice-data-image
processing, and fault-tolerant hardware.

♥ More integrated, but slower, decision-making
processes where information is used competi-
tively by departmental executives, by the MIS
director, by telecommunications managers, and
by top executives.

The alternative to systems integration is whatI call
the Tower of Babel approach, where information
is processed and massaged, butis difficult to use,
andis unacceptable to many people in the organis-
ation. The systems integrator puts all the pieces
together and acts as consultant, analyst, and
programmer.Heis also responsible for buying the
hardware, and often may then take on the respon-
sibility for operating and maintaining the systems.
The systems-integration business provides an or-
ganisation with a very attractive resource. This is
one of the reasons why General Motors acquired
EDS. Other large corporations may contemplate
similar business ventures because systemsintegra-
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tion is a very attractive marketplace. The main
attractions are:
♥ A large, established multibillion-dollar public-

sector market.
♥ Rapid growth, primarily in the private sector.
♥ High return on investment potential (more than

20 per cent).
♥ Lowasset intensity.
♥ Fragmented competition.
♥ ☁Big-ticket☂ sales with recurring revenue potential.
♥ Limited technologicalrisk (compared to product

businesses).
Some minicomputer manufacturers believe their
future lies in buying positions in vertical, niche
marketplaces. I would certainly advise them to
consider becoming very expert in fewer things,
but I would also advise them to enter the sys-
tems-integration marketplace. Indeed, I believe
that if there is a future to the merger between
Sperry and Burroughs, the new Unisys company
must become a major player in the systems-integ-
ration marketplace.
Nevertheless, there are somerisks associated with
the systems-integration marketplace:
♥ There will be occasional overruns and systems

failures, which can be highly visible.
♥ Theprivate-sector market is unproven.
♥It is difficult to transfer resources between

public and private sectors.
♥ Interoperability tools (☁bridges☂) are still not

readily available or proven.
♥ An extremely broad base of skills and knowledge

is required.
♥ Historically, the industry has high turnover

rates.
♥ Thereis a long, expensive, and intensely com-

petitive sales cycle requiring very sophisticated
marketing expertise.

Any organisation seeking to enter the systems
integration business has to evaluate the risks by
considering the strategic issues listed in Figure 20.

FUTURE OF THE SOFTWARE BUSINESS
Let me look nowatthe softwareside of the industry.
There are several ☁infotrends☂that are reshaping the
software business, and these arelisted in Figure 21.
First ofall, the software industry is an international
business. Software can be delivered electronically
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Figure 20 Those seeking to enter into or expand their
systems integration business face several
strategic issues
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Figure 21 A numberof Infotrends are reshaping the
software business
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(and instantly) throughout the world, and it is
adaptable. New software technologies are emerg-
ing ♥ application generators,artificial intelligence,
the physical distribution of software through
compact-dise technology and downloading tech-
niques, and transportable languages and operating
systems. Another major trendis the joint marketing
of complementary services and products. Thereis
also the deepening penetration of the software
business by computer manufacturers, specifically
by the second-tier computer manufacturers.

There is also the problem of down-sizing pricing
pressures on software. It was acceptable to put
an $80,000 price tag on software that added value
to a $1 million mainframe. Now that the equiva-
lent of that mainframe has fallen in price to
$40,000, it is not as easy to sell software for
$80,000. Anothertrendis for ☁horizontal☂ software
(traditional general ledgers, accounts receivable
systems, even word processing systems, and the
like) to become increasingly sophisticated and
☁vertical☂ as they are directed at specific markets.
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Thefinal software ☁infotrend☂ (mounting pressure
on marketing effectiveness) is one of the reasons
I believe that, in the long run, the French will be
successful in the software business. Packaging of
software will become very important, and the
French have a long history of exporting products
(perfume and champagnefor example) where the
contents of the bottle is less important than the
bottle itself. The sameis also true for many types
of software.
The software market is developing rapidly. His-
torically, it has produced very high ratesof return,
but there is some evidence to suggest that software
companies cannot grow beyonda particular size,
particularly those companies aiming their products
at specific market niches. Moreover, software
companies are very vulnerable to changesin tech-
nology, particularly to changes introduced by IBM.
THE INFOTRENDS SHAPING THE
MARKETPLACE
The ☁infotrends☂ shaping the information market-
placeare interrelated and reinforce each other(see
Figure 22). These trends are the driving force
behind the acquisitions and strategic partnerings
that are occurring in this marketplace. Thefirst
infotrend concerns the importance of content.
Earlier, I said that the database business is the most
defensible position in the marketplace. My own
research showsthat hardware and telecommunica-
tions firms are seeking to diversify into software
and databases andotherspecial resources, and this
is driving their acquisition programmes.
The second infotrend is what I call ☁interopera-
bility☂, which is a shorthand wayof describing the
need for all machines to talk to each to other
for the free and immediate interchange of data
between machines andtheir users. User pressure
for interoperability will becomeirresistible. With-
out interoperability, user organisations will not be
able to control their information, or their com-
petitive positions.
 

Figure 22 The infotrendsare interrelated and mutually
reinforcing
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Idescribethe third infotrendas ☁disintermediation☂.
As information becomes more complete and more
available, there will be changes in the business
environmentbecausetheneedforintermediarieswill
disappear. For example, there is no need for a
travel agent if every memberof your staff has some
form of terminal on his desk through which he can
immediately book a flight that fits in with his
schedule.This is a very difficult thing for me to say
because I am a financial intermediary in the busi-
ness of mergers and acquisitions. I can only hope
that disintermediation will come to my marketlater
than it comes to the travel-agency market!
Thefourth infotrendis called globalisation. I have
pointed out that the United States marketplace
represents 50 per cent of the world market. That
has to be attractive to large European companies
and to Japanese companies as well. Anybody who
wants to be a major player in the information
industry hasto recognisethatit is a global market.
Thefinal infotrendis the process of convergence,
whichties all of the other trends together. Con-
vergenceis the underlying reason that 20 or 30 new
companiesa year take positions in the marketplace;
it is also the reason theyare attracted to the higher
rates of returns in this marketplace. In mybelief,
it is also the reason why you will see the same
phenomenon in Europe(indeed,it is already evi-
dent), as the information industry becomes the
largest industry in the world.
THE FUTURE
Let me conclude with some predictions based on
the mass of data I have presented. History has
shown that no information-technology supplier,
no matter how large (and I include IBM) or en-
trenched, is secure. Today☂s winners could easily
become tomorrow☂s vanquished. The mid-1980s
slowdown in the demand for mainstream compu-
ters and voice equipment has harmed even the
most successful and self-confident suppliers. In
general, all the main product segments will be
dominated by powerful product suppliers in search
of higher returns on equity, greater stability, and
more value-added content. These suppliers will
elbow their way in on the strength of their new
technologies and their vigorous (and rigorous)
management disciplines ♥ qualities that have
frequently been absent from traditional service
suppliers.
All three product segments (office equipment,
consumer electronics, and communications) will
continue to experience ever shorter productlife
cycles, driven by ☁technology leapfrogging☂, as well
as by much more information-technology-literate
customers. The cumulative effect will be sharp
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fluctuations in sales cycles. Product differentiation
based purely on computing ☁horsepower☂ will be
increasingly difficult to achieve. Instead, market-
ing, service, and pricing strategies will often
determine whethera supplier prospers or goes to
the wall. Moreover, the distinctions between the
product segments will continue to blur.
The user and supplier quest for content differen-
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tiation and for interoperability will become all
consuming, and will cause a shift from the tradi-
tional ☁not-invented-here☂attitude to the external
development activities that I call mergers and
acquisitions. Understanding these trends, either
as a user or a supplier in the information market-
place, will help you to minimisethe risks that you
face, and will increase the future rewards of using
information technology.
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Butler Cox

Butler Cox is an independent management con-
sultancy and research organisation, specialising in
the application of information technology within
commerce, government and industry. The com-
pany offers a wide range of services both to
suppliers and usersof this technology. The Butler
Cox Foundation is a service operated by Butler
Cox on behalf of subscribing members.

Objectives of the Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on
behalf of subscribing members the opportunities
and possible threats arising from developmentsin
the field of information systems.
New developments in technology offer exciting
opportunities ♥ and also pose certain threats ♥
for all organisations, whether in industry, com-
merce or government. New types of systems,
combining computers, telecommunications and
automated office equipment, are becoming not
only possible, but also economically feasible.
As a result, any manager whois responsible for
introducing new systems is confronted with the
crucial question of how bestto fit these elements
togetherin waysthat are effective, practical and
economic.
While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverseis true of people ♥ andthis applies both
to the people who design systems and those who
make use of them. At the same time, human
considerations become even more important as
people☂s attitudes towards their working environ-
ment change.

These developments raise new questions for the
manager of the information systems function as
he seeks to determine and achieve the best
economic mix from this technology.
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Membership of the Foundation

The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations
seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developments in information systems technology.
An important minority of the membership is
formed by suppliers of the technology. The
membership is international with participants
from Australia, Belgium, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere.

The Foundation Research Programme
The research programmeis planned jointly by
Butler Cox and by the memberorganisations. Each
year Butler Cox drawsupa short-list of topics that
reflects the Foundation☂s view of the important
issues in information systems technology andits
application. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements and as a
result of this process members☂ preferences are
determined.
Before each research project starts there is a
further opportunity for members to influence the
direction of the research. A detailed description
of the project defining its scope and theissues to
be addressedis sent to all members for comment.

The Report Series

The Foundation publishes six research reports
each year. The reports are intended to be read
primarily by senior and middle managers who are
concerned with the planning of information
systems. They are, however, written in a style that
makes them suitable to be read both by line
managers and functional managers. The reports
concentrate on defining key managementissues
and on offering advice and guidance on how and
when to address those issues.
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